He should despise no part of anatomy; when he can spare time for systematic dissecting, he should do so; vivisections, which have recently been so much denounced, are, notwithstanding, of service, even as a preparation for the operator. Above all, however, he should constantly practise on the subject, never satisfied till he can perform each operation with neatness, accuracy, and certainty; he should frequently make surgical dissections, cutting, as it were, windows here and there in the body, and rapidly laying bare all the more important parts, such as the great bloodvessels, nerves, and muscles. Such dissections will enable him to find his way when every other means would fail him.
Our remarks may appear trite to some, but the simple fact that no tolei'able book on the subject of surgical anatomy has been published in England for the last ten or twenty years?no book that can com-Reviews.
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pare with the works of Hyrtl, Engel, Jarjavay, Malgaigne, or " A gentleman consulted me on account of disease in the nails of both hands, all of which were affected more or less. The nails were separated from the subjacent parts at their loose edge, the attached base being in its natural state.
The all'ected portions had a light-brownish appearance, the ends of the fingers being somewhat reddened, warm, and tender, particularly on exertion. The separated portions of the nails were dry and fissured. Although this was such a case as I had not seen before, the suspicion of syphilis crossed my mind; and I inquired whether there were, or had been, any other symptoms, to which he immediately gave a negative reply. Not feeling quite satisfied, I asked if he had anything of eruption, lie said not; but on further urging the question, he said there might be something verv slight on the arms. When they were uncovered, several spots were found on them sufficiently characteristic of syphilitic origin, which he referred to a complaint contracted many years before, previously to his marriage. I prescribed mercury and warm bath, under which the heat and tenderness ceased, and th-j progress of the mischief was arrested. He was going on most favourably, when lie grew tired ol the tieatment, and left it off. All the symptoms returned m ^ short time and he was obliged to go through a regular mercurial course, so as to affect the mouth, with the result of a complete and permanent cure." (p. 417.) Mr Many parts are so antiquated or imperfect, that the younger student will not read this book with advantage:
on the other hand, the practitioner will refer to it as the record of the experience of an illustrious surgeon.
To conclude, we must express our regret that the author has not drawn the conclusions which so naturally result from the considerations exposed in his introduction. These conclusions could scarcely be better explained than in his own words:* "Whatever view of the subject we may take, the same conclusion presents itself to the mind with irresistible evidence?namely, that there is no natural distinction between surgery and physic; that they are merely parts, and inseparably united parts, of one science and art; that the practical principles rest in both on the same scientific foundation; that the two branches of the profession must, in most instances, adopt the same proceedings, because they have the same purposes to accomplish, while their occasional differences are merely unimportant modifications in the means of arriving at the same end. The distinction then turns out at last to be a matter of usage, and no longer maintain- 
